Club Chazzalite Collection (AC24)

Introduction
The Club Chazzalite Collection contains a Junior Esquires event program and photographs showing activities of the inter-city women’s organization Club Chazzalite.

Descriptive Summary
Creator: Club Chazzalite
Title: Club Chazzalite Collection
Size: 0.04 linear feet, 1 box
Collection Number: AC24

Donor Information
Donated by Rosalyn Robinson, 08/21/2013.

Citation Note
Club Chazzalite Collection (AC24), Black Archives of Mid-America, Kansas City, Missouri.

Administrative Information
Reproduction Restrictions: Unrestricted.
Access Restrictions: Unrestricted.

Historical Sketch
Club Chazzalite, a social and civic-minded women’s club, was organized in 1947 by Hattie Willa Johnson for women in both Kansas City, Kansas, and Kansas City, Missouri. The group was incorporated in 1962. Junior Esquires, one of Club Chazzalite’s community programs, was launched in 1964.

Scope and Content Note
This collection contains a 1965 program for the Junior Esquires; three undated and unidentified photographs of Club Chazzalite members; and a 1986 obituary for Garrett J. Jones clipped from the Kansas City Star.

Collection Inventory
The notation “OS” indicates the materials are located in Oversize Box 1.

f. 1 Junior Esquires program, 1965
f. 2 Photographs, n.d. (OS)
f. 3 Clipping, 1986
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